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Re: eagle lake question

Sunday, October 3, 2010 5:39 PM

From: "jbdeva@nycap.rr.com" <jbdeva@nycap.rr.com>
To: "rolf tiedemann" <camptouchstone@yahoo.com>

Rolf,
My knowledge of what is occurring on Eagle Lake comes exclusively from the emails I receive and conversations
with my next door neighbor Jim. Jim obviously speaks with you and usually has current info. The Newsletter I
received last winter was very informative and confirmed my observations that the summer of '09 saw significant
growth of the milfoil beds despite what I observed to be more matting activity on the part of you and others. I am a
complete novice when it comes to milfoil but I do a lot of personal research on the internet and because of my
extensive travel schedule I have opportunity to speak with environmental attorneys on their position concerning the
use of chemicals. I agree completely with your assessment that the milfoil beds did not seem to expand much during
the past summer and am at a loss to explain the difference between '09 and'10. I almost purchased an aerator
(hose to mask) this past year to systematically remove the milfoil from in front of my place and still may do so in '11.
I am very appreciative of all the work you and others do and wish I could help more.
Jack
---- rolf tiedemann <camptouchstone@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
Jack,

As I thought back on our conversation earlier today, I was
wondering, since you seem informed on the subject of milfoil what your source
of information has been with regards to the milfoil issue on the lake? I never
think to ask if people are aware of what’s going on because of the
communications put out by the ELPOI, and whether people like getting it via a
printed/mailed copy or via e-mail, the web page, or whether it is simply from
conversations with neighbors and friends around the lake. I’m just curious and
would appreciate some simple feedback if you wouldn’t mind taking the time to
reply.

Thanks again for your interest and patience
>
Rolf
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